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I. Previous Estimates of Amount and Structure of Foreign Direct
Investments (FDI)
The problem to explain and evaluate the amount and structure of FDI in franco-
phone African countries begins with the measurement of FDI itself.Though this i
concerns all developing countries there are peculiar obstacles to the statisti-
cal documentation of FDI in the case of francophone African countries. Since
most of them belong to the Franc-Zone or at least maintain special monetary
connections to the former metropolitan country, capital flows from France to the
2
African countries remain mostly uncontrolled even today so that the balance of
payments approach to measurement provides highly incomplete figures mainly
. 3
restricted to private investments in connection with public aid . On the other
hand French firms are likely to hold the lion's share of private investments in
francophone countries. In addition to incompleteness balance of payments figures
are disaggregated neither sectorally nor regionally.lt therefore seems indispens- i
able to rely more on capital stock data than on capital flow data, if the
measurement of FDI in francophone African countries should be the basis of
sectorally disaggregated analysis.
This article is sponsored by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft within
the framework of a Special Research Program (SFB 86; Hamburg/Kiel) entitled:
Development in World Economics and Resource Transfer. Critical comments
on an earlier draft by S. Heldt and H.R. Kramer were most helpful.
This group of countries includes Benin (the former Dahomey), Cameroon, the
Central African Empire (the former Central African Republic), Chad, the
People's Republic of Congo, Gabon, Ivory Coast, Mali, the Malagasy Republic,
Mauretania, Niger, Senegal, Togo, and Upper Volta. Two other francophone
countries, Zaire and Guinea, are excluded either because of not being
member of the French influenced area (Zaire) or because of being isolated
concerning the FDI in manufacturing industries due to a socialist policy.
_ Up to 1967 there were no data on capital flows within the Franc-Zone at all.
This is underlined by the"Comite Monetaire de la Zone Franc" publishing
balance of payments figures of French private investments annually:
"Etabli a partir d
finformations recuellis aupres d'organismes publics ou
prives ce chiffre (the investments of French private enterprises in 1969;
the author) ne retient en fait que les operations en capital les plus
importantes: investissements petroliers et investissements auxquels la
Caisse Centrale a apporte son concours financier". Comite Monetaire de la
Zone Franc, La Zone Franc en 1969, Paris 19 71, p. 100.._ O _
Till today the only information on the stock of FDI is provided by the esti-
mates of the OECD for FDI in all developing countries at the end of 1967 .
The stock is defined as the net book value to the direct investor of affili-
ates (subsidiaries, branches and associates) in developing countries).
In the case of the francophone African countries the OECD-data are based
primarily on an investigation on behalf of the French Secretariat d'Etat of
2
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs . The FDI, estimated by this investigation,
are disaggregated by ten sectors and were adjusted by the OECD to account
for investments in petroleum producting and refining which were not covered
by the "Conseil" report. Table I shows that according to these adjustments
the total figures of the OECD and the Conseil differ substantially from each
other, but not the data for the manufacturing sector. The differences of the
latter are mainly due to the statistical procedure for wood and wood proces-
sing industries in the "Conseil" report including investments in the primary
sector (logging) as well as in the secondary sector (plywood and veneer).
Therefore the "Conseil" data - particularly for the coastal countries of the
wood belt (Ivory Coast, Cameroon, Gabon, and Malagasy Republic) overestimate
the amount of FDI in the manufacturing sector.
Although the "Conseil" report gives some hints concerning the sectoral structure
of FDI in manufacturing industries, the overall conclusion of the OECD is
valid that "'... information on French investment is insufficient and estimates
3
in the present study must be considered rather rough" . This conclusion
probably reflects the lacking knowledge on the methodology used in the
"Conseil" report.
OECD, DAC, Stock of Private Direct Investments by DAC Countries in
Developing Countries, End 1967, Paris 1972.
J* de Precigout, Les Investissements Francais a l'Etranger, Avis et
Rapports du Conseil Economique et Social, Journal Officiel de la Republique
Francaise, 1970, No 10, 5.11.1970, pp. 614-15. In the following this
„ investigation will be called the "Conseil" report.
OECD, op. cit., p. 147.Table 1 - OECD and
 nConseil Economique et Social" Estimates of French























































































The original figures given in CFA-Francs, were converted into US-#,
by the rate: 1000 CFA-Francs = 4.051 US-J5.
Excluding investments in trade, public utilities, transport, banking
and tourism.
The following sectors of the "Conseil" report were included in the
total manufacturing sector: wood and wood processing; chemicals;
textiles and footwear, mechanic and electric industries; construction
materials; basis metals; others.
Source; OECD, Stock of Private Direct Investments by DAC Countries, in
Developing Countries End 1967, Paris 1972. - Journal Officiel
de la Republique Francaise, Avis et Rapports du Conseil Economique
et Social, 1970, No 10 (5.11.1970), p. 638.- 4 -
Further details on the structure of assets and liabilities of foreign owned
manufacturing industries in francophone countries could throw some light on
this methodology. Since 1969 the Cameroonian "Syndicat des Industriels au
Cameroun" (Syndustricam) undertakes corresponding investigations on the level
of firms . Comparing these figures with those of the "Conseil" report in
specific manufacturing sectors may be helpful to identify its statistical
basis. The most useful information provided by the firms in this case is
indicated by the "investissements cumules (avant amortissement) "that means
the book value of investments (non-current assets) at a certain date. Unfor-
tunately the Cameroonian figures are only available since 1969 so that a
comparison with the 1967 figures of the "Conseil" report seems problematic.
Table 2 presents both estimates which are comparable though the estimates
of the "Conseil" report cover only French investments. French parent firms,
however, participate substantially in each firm included in the "Syndustricam"
survey. The divergences between the two sources of information are considerable
2
only in two sectors which were either at the beginning of activity (textiles)
or expanded during 1967 and 1969 .
In the two other sectors the estimates differ negligibly.
Syndi.9
a.? .5?!?i?..^^j^Jltri.ejljs__au__Camerpun_, 1'Industrie Camerounaise au 1 Janvier
1970 (Douala 1971). - L
1Industrie Camerounaise au 1 Janvier 1974 (Douala
1975). - The members of "Syndustricam" providing the information are nearly
exclusively foreign direct investments.
The only cotton manufacturing firm in Cameroon was founded in 1965 and
began its production in 1966. Between 1967 and 1971 investments of
2761 Mill. CFA-Francs (11.2 Mill. US-g) were launched.
This can be clearly demonstrated by the only firm operation within the
sector "basic metal manufacturing"; the aluminium plant of Edea. The
"Conseil" estimates of its stock of FDI amounted to 7329 Mill. CFA-Frs
at the end of 1967, whereas the figure of accumulated investments at
mid-1969 presented by the plant to "Syndustricam" amounted to 8898 Mill.
CFA-Frs.r*
Table 2 - Book Value of Investments in Various Cameroonian Manufacturing
Sectors According to "Conseil" and "Syndustricam" Estimates
in Mill. CFA-Francs
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manufacturing
"Conseil"estimates













Sources: Calculated from; J. de Precigout, op. cit. and
Syndicat des Industriels au Cameroun, op. cit.
What can be concluded from this example? It seems that investigations on the
level of firms such as the ''Conseil' or
 1!Syndustricam'' reports offer the best
source of information on FDI. Since in most cases firms operating in the
manufacturing sector in francophone countries can be attached satisfactorily
to one sector defined as a two-digit ISIC- figure, the aggregation of firms
up to industries or sectors is possible. The number of relevant firms is
limited because FDI in francophone countries can mostly be separated from
local investments by size and quality of information. Even in the industrial
;'leader' countries Ivory Coasts Senegals and Cameroon one sector is often
represented only by few firms mentioned by name in the national account sta-
tistics.
Therefore the latter can be used as source of control.
The main problem of estimating the stock of FDI apart from separating foreign
and local investors consists in the fact that data on accumulated investment
figures being available within the public domain are the exception and not the- 6 -
rule. The usual figure stored at the company registry is the equity capital
so that it has to be analysed whether there is a ratio between equity capital
and the stock of investments being stable over time. If this would be the
case, then the development of equity capital could be taken as a proxy for
the development of the investment'stock.
Such a method has been applied by Herman . He estimated the amount (not
the sectoral structure) of FDI in Kenya by using the legal figures of equity
and registered long term debt - excluding loans and advances from parents
to subsidiaries - as a proxy for FDI. This method has been recently critisized
by a World Bank Country Report on Kenya because of providing "legal" and not
2 "actual" figures of investment and therefore of not being "accurate" . In spite
of this criticism, however, these legal figures may be used if the stability
test of the ratio between legal and actual figures is passed.
II. Equity Capital as a Proxy for FDI Stock in Francophone African Countries
There are plausible apriori considerations in favour of the assumption that
the ratio between equity capital and accumulated investments is stable over
time within a narrow margin. Theoretically a firm being a subsidiary of a
foreign parent firm has to choose between equity capital, long term debt, short
term debt (overdrafts at banks, supplier's credits) , transfers (advances
or loans) from the parent firm and profits as sources of finance. In practice this
B. Herman, Some Basic Data for Analysing the Political Economy of Foreign
Investment in Kenya, Institute for Development Studies, University of
Nairobi, Discussion Paper No. 112, July 1971.
IBRD, Kenya: Into the Second Decade, World Bank Country Economic Report
(Baltimore and London: The John Hopkins University Press, 1975), pp. 307-8.- 7 -
choice is restricted by keeping attention to certain types of financial
ratios, either ratios between assets and liabilities or ratios between
equity capital and debt financing, the so-called "leverage ratios" .
If financial ratios are used as guidelines for an evaluation of the liqui-
dity status and the risk degree by bank analysts, insurance companies etc.,
then it may be plausible that the firm management keeps in mind the stability
of certain ratios over time. The hypothesis made in this context says that
2
there is a stable ratio between the value of non-current assets and the
non-current owned capital. That means that new investments are financed not
only by long term of short term debts or profits but also by an increase
of equity capital.
The data being available for 27 Cameroonian manufacturing firms in 1969 and
1973 enable us to test this assumption.
The measure shall be the ratio between* the value of accumulated investments
and the equity capital in 1969 resp. 1973, weighted with the turnover of the
firms to take account of their different size. In addition the weighting
prevents that small firms which may be local investments of non-national
3 minorities, such as Greeks and Lebaneses living in Cameroon, distort the
result. The large firms, however, are exclusively FDI so that the average
weighted ratio is likely to reflect the structure of assets and liabilities
of FDI.
See for example G.N. Engler, Business Financial Management (Dallas: Business
Publications, Inc., 1975), pp. 41-54. G.A. Christy and P.F. Roden, Finance;
Environment and Devisions (San Francisco: Harper International Edition,
1973), pp. 198-211.
The value of non-current assets closely approaches to the value of "accumu-
lated investments" provided by the Cameroonian manufacturing firms and used
» as the test figure here.
These minorities are particularly concentrated as investors in the
clothing industry.- 8 -
Although the period of the test example covers only four years the results
are not insignificant since the years fell into a period a rapid expansion
of investments in mainly import substitution industries financed by debts
as well as by an increase of equity capital. Table 3 presenting the whole
set of data for the Cameroonian sample indicates that the book values of
investments increased by an average annual rate of 13.4 percent, the turn-
over by 11.9 percent and the equity capital by 8.4 percent. That means that
the financing of investments by an increase of equity capital decreased in
importance compared with other sources of finance. Consequently the ratio
increased. Nevertheless the difference between the ratios both at 1969 (2.22)
and 1973 (2.59) is statistically insignificant at the 5 percent level so
that a relatively stable ratio over time can still be presumed. Before
extending the use of equity capital as a proxy for the stock of FDI in
manufacturing firms to all francophone countries, however, it must be dis-
cussed whether the Cameroonian sample is representative for the other countries.
In contrast to the anglophone African countries differing substantially in
resource endowment, size and particularly economic policies, the franco-
phone countries seem much.more homogenous. The maintenance of strong
cultural and economic ties to the former metropolitan country in connection
2
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where x , s and n are the arithmetic average, the standard deviation and
the number of observations. The indices 1 and 2 refer to the corresponding
samples.
One may think of Senegal's position as supplier of industrial goods ar as
the transit country vis-a-vis Mauretania and Mali;, the same role of
Ivory Coast vis-a-vis Upper Volta and Niger, that of Cameroon vis-a-vis
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Sources: Derived from: Syndicat des Industriels au Cameroun, l'Industrle Camerounaise au 1 Janvier 1970,
(Douala 1975).
(Douala 197*)• - l'Industrie Camerounaise au 1 Janvier 1974,- 10 -
may has led to the picture of francophone countries as a "block" . Within
this "block" the Cameroonian economy occupies a position slightly above the
average since it is more developed and diversified in the industrial structure
than the hinterland countries and those with small population and mineral
resources (Mauretania, Gabon) but less developed and diversified than Ivory
Coast and Senegal.
Import substitution strategies . dominated in all countries since the indepen-
dence. Therefore the same - mainly French - parent firms have been attracted
by similar investment policies in all countries following the familiar path
of development in the early stage of industrialisation via light consumer
2
industries . Since Cameroon - with the notable exception of its aluminium
plant - chose the same strategy, we may regard the performance of its foreign
owned industries as typical for the set of manufacturing industries in
francophone countries.
Today it seems that the converging forces represented by integration efforts
are still more dominant than the diverging forces indicated by different
attitudes towards the "socialist" (Congo, Benin) or the "capitalist" path
of development. The similarities of policies towards foreign investments
facilitate corresponding investigations regarding the francophone countries
as a "block" named "Afrique Noire francophone". See G. Ngango, Les Investis-
sements d'Origine Exterieure en Afrique Noire Francophone: Statut et
Incidence sur le Developpement (Paris: Presence Africaine, 1973).
The first countries trying to manage the ''Spillover" from import substi-
tution to export orientation in agroindustries or assembly plants are the
Ivory Coast (mainly in textiles and food) and Senegal. The latter imitates
the successful instrument of export stimulation in South East Asian
countries,i.e. free duty industrial estates for export industries.- 11 -
III. The Statistical Basis
The sources of the following computations are the annual directories of
Ediafric which enclose most of the enterprises operating in francophone
countries. They provide data on legal status, equity capital, participation
of shareholders by percentages, activities and foundation.
To be classified as a FDI in our survey a firm had to fulfil the following
conditions:
2
a) The direct or indirect participation of foreign shareholders had
to exceed 10 percent.
b) The equity capital had to exceed 1 Mill. CFA-Frs or an equivalent in other
currencies.
c) The legal status had to be either a public company limited by shares
(Societe Anonyme) or a private company limited by shares (Societe
a Responsabilite Limitee) or a joint venture (Societe a Economie Mixte),
each with location in the host country.
Whereas the three conditions were relatively easy to check in connection with
large firms, the distinction between local investors, non-African minorities
and foreigners from overseas in small firms of the manufacturing sector is
hampered by lack of reliable information. If the doubts could not be
Ediafric, Societes et Representations Industrielles et Commerciales,
(Paris: La Documentation Africaine, 1963).
Ibid, Societes et Fournisseurs d'Afrique Noire et de Madagascar,
Guide Economique Noria, 1.9e Edition, (Paris: La Documentation Africaine,
1969).
Ibid, Societes et Fournisseurs d'Afrique Noire, Guide Economique Noria,
„ 25e Edition, (Paris: La Documentation Africaine, 1975.
An indirect participation is defined as a shareholder being a national
registered firm which is itself majority owned by non-national companies
or individuals.- 12 -
eliminated by using the reports and registers of national chambers of
commerce and other national publications , these firms were not included.
Considering the fact that the contribution of small firms to the industrial
value added rests unchecked even in highly disaggregated national
2
statistics and that FDI are likely to concentrate on large firms, the
loss of information seems to be not unduely high. A further problem relates
to the sectoral aisaggregation. Using the two-digit ISIC figures the
activities of the firms could be attached satisfactorily to the ISIC roster
except in few cases of conglomerates and wood processing industries. The
former include service activities such as commerce and trade, whereas in the
latter case primary (ISIC 02) and secondary activities (ISIC 25) are merged.
The following solution seemed appropriate: if the industries produced veneer
and plywood besides the logging activities they were grouped in ISIC 25,
if the statistical sources, however, indicated logging as the only activity
they were attached, to ISIC 02. Due to these estimates and perhaps to
omissions in the directory the list of FDI in manufacturing sectors may be
not quite complete and the classification sometimes arbitrary. It was therefore
compared with the/
/control data of national statistics in the relevant countries (namely Ivory
Coast, Cameroon, Gabon, and Congo) which mostly absorbed the doubts because
the differences were rather small. The samples were taken for 1963, 1969, and
1975 and include the following numbers of firms engaged in primary and
secondary activities and classified as FDI:
1
 ?
~They are listed in the appendix.
See for instance Chambre d'Indu&"rie de Cote d'lvoire, Principales In-
dustries Ivoiriennes, annual or the already cited "Syndustricam"
„ statistics of Cameroon.
There were no data available for the Malagasy Republic in 1975.
FDI operating in the primary sector (ISIC 01-09) were included to





























































Total 555 596 713
IV. The Results of Estimates
Tables 4-6 present the patterns of FDI 1963-75 measured by the development
of equity capital.
In discussing them it seems useful to separate the sectoral structure from
the regional one.
Sectorally five groups of sectors dominate: food (including beverages and
tobacco), textiles (including clothing), wood processing, chemicals and
metal manufacturing (including electrical and transport equipment).
The importance of these groups as indicated by the percentage share to










26 (Furniture and Fixtures)
27 (Pulp and Paper)
28 (Printing and Publishing)
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28 (Printing and Publishing)











































































a Converted from the original FDI-data into CFA-Frs by the rate: 2






























FM = 1 CFA-Fr. -
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a Converted from Franc Malien into Frane-CFA by the rate 2 FM = 1 CFA-Fr
1 UM = 5 CFA-Frs. -
 d Although the exchange rate changed in 1969 due to


































































































































; for 1975- - ° Converted from Ouguiya into Franc CFA 1




























































































The table reveals the textile and wood processing industries as the major
'growth sectors
:
! of FDI followed by chemicals whichs however, started from
a much higher level than the wood processing sector. On the other hand the
food sector although still the most important one and also the metal
manufacturing sector declined by share.
Two other sectors are worth mentioning as being important for more than only
2 one country % the non-metallic mineral products and petroleum refining.
T/Jhereas the refining activities were restricted to Senegal in 1963, four
other countries attracted FDI in this sector til 1975: Gabon, the Ivory
Coast, the Malagasy Republic, and finally Cameroon. The other sector is much more
Excluding the Malagasy Republic and Congo. The former remained unconsidered
because of incompatibility with the 1975 figures of all countries, whereas
the latter nationalised the major food industry (sugar refining) in 1970 so
that an unadjusted intertemporal comparison could encourage misleading
, interpretations.
 :
Excluding the Malagasy Republic.
Vegetable oil milling included.
The basis metal sector, only represented by the aluminium plant
in Cameroon, is left out of consideration here.- 18 -
common to all countries because its raw materials can be mostly regarded as
ubiquitous. Nevertheless the figures given here in ISIC 33 underestimate the
importance of this sector in import substitution strategies, because the
percentage of state firms is essential particularly in this sector.
The outstanding result of regional disaggragation seems to be the concen-
tration of FDI on Ivory Coast, Senegal and Cameroon fluctuating only insigni-
ficantly during the covered period . Among these countries, however, the
distribution of FDI changed in the way that the Ivory Coast surpassed Senegal
and Cameroon if the participation of the corresponding country in the total of
FDI in francophone countries is taken as the indicator:
Cameroon Ivory Coast Senegal
1963 27.4 19i6 32.3
1969 16.4 27.3 25.5
1975 23.2 35.7 18.7
This result however, cannot be explained by differences in the diversification
pattern of the production structure. Using the Gini concentration coefficient;
the following table reveals that these differences are mainly small between
the former colonial and industrial centre of francophone West Africa, Senegal,
and the Ivory Coast:
The rates changed from 79.1 percent in 1963 to 72.1 percent in 1969 to
77.1 percent in 1975 measured as the percentage of FDI in the three countries
to FDI in all francophone countries excluding the Malagasy Republic.
—thry x. v*
G 4L- i-4- . 100, where x. are the FDI in the specific ISIC sectors

















Merging structural and regional results it seems remarkable that the FDI in
textiles and chemicals, identified above as the leading "growth" sectors,
expanded far beyond the average in the Ivory Coast especially between 1969
and 1975, whereas the FDI in the traditional sectors (food, beverages, and
tobacco) maintained a relatively strong position in Senegal and Cameroon til
1975, compared with the Ivory Coast. Whether this is due to more rapid changes
in the market orientation of FDI in the Ivory Coast (export orientation) than
in Senegal and Cameroon (domestic market orientation) is one of the questions
be open to further analysis. That this question cannot/answered by a simple
comparison of ISIC figure growth rates is shown by high FDI in food products
in a country with a negligible domestic market, that is Mauretania. These
investments are to a large extend concentrated on fish canning determined
exclusively for exports. In other cases investments in food products can be
regarded as mostly oriented to the domestic market, for example grain saill
products.
Another interesting point of discussion seems to be the ratic between
FDI in the manufacturing and the primary sector. Apart from the already
mentioned countries being rich in mineral resources but lacking in domestic
markets (Gabon, Mauretania) and apart form the uranium producer country
Niger FDI in primary activities mainly relate to the agricultural sector.
The possibility of stimulating FDI in agroindustries is there given.
Table 4-6 indicate that generally the ratio changed in favour of the manu-
facturing sector in the three leading countries, but with fluctuating rates- 20 -
especially in Senegal .
Whether this can be explained either by nationalisation policies in the
primary sector and/or by rapid expansion of FDI in manufacturing industries
can only be proved by further analysis. Preliminary observations, however,
indicate that nationalisation policies have a much stronger impetus on the
mineral sector than on agricultural or manufacturing activities in franco-
phone countries where the enforced participation of public institutions of
2
host countries in the equity capital of FDI is more obvious . But even in
the mineral sector the complete nationalisation of a former FDI is the
exception - demonstrated by Mauretania and its copper and iron ore mines -
and not the rule .
Senegal is the only country in which FDI in capital intensive fertilizer
mineral mining (ISIC 19) are essential. Therefore the exploitation of a
new mine rapidly changes the figures of equity capital in the primary
sector and the ratio between the manufacturing and the primary sector too.
The term "nationalisation" is sometimes vaguely defined by including also
the enforced participation of nationals below the 51 percent line. Using
this definition there are an increasing number of firms even in the manu-
facturing sector of francophone countries being ''nationalised'. This ten-
dency will be strenghtened by 'indigenisation" policies, i.e. the limiting
of participation to nationals of the host country and therefore by forcing
foreign investors to sell. Today the tendency towards "nationalisation" or
''indigenisation" is much more notable in anglophone than in francophone
countries with the exception of Zaire. Within the francohpne group being
analysed in this paper Gabon is the first country which pursued 'indigeni-
sation' on a broad scale by obliging foreign investors to transfer 10 percent
of equity capital to the state.
This is valid even for a country following the 'socialist
1' path of
development like Guinea. Both the exploitation of its bauxite mines and
its alumina plant are majority owned by international companies. See
for an investigation which supports the observation that "nationalisation"
of manufacturing industries in francophone countries is not notable compared
with anglophone countries L.L. Rood, Nationalisation and Indigenisation
in Africa, The Journal of Modern African Studies, London, Vol. 14 (1976),
pp. 427-447.- 21 -
V. Some Conclusions and Questions
The results of measuring FDI by the development of equity capital show strong
parallels with the overall economic performance of francophone countries
during the first decade of political independence .
It would be premature, however, to derive from these parallels a causal
relationship between FDI in manufacturing industries and the economic growth
because the contribution of manufacturing industries to the total domestic
value added in francophone countries is still small. Nevertheless a connection
of this kind can be supposed. It can also be derived from other investigations
demonstrating a high positive correlation between the per capita stock of FDI
and the per capita GNP for all developing countries, including the
2
Subsaharian countries . However, this correlation deals with absolute figures
at a certain date and not with growth rates, and cannot be applied directly
to our question of correlations between GNP per capita and FDI in manufactur-
ing industries, since it includes the considerable amount of FDI in primary
activities too.
The annual average growth in GNP per capita 1960-72 amounted to 4.2 percent
in the Ivory Coast against 4.0 percent in Cameroon and - 0.8 percent in
Senegal. Within the francophone group only Gabon - due to its activities in the
primary sector (manganese, oil, and timber) - scored a better result
, (7.0 percent).
See G.L. Reuber with H. Crookell, M. Emerson and G. Gallais-Hamonno,
Private Foreign Investment in Development, OECD-Development Centre,
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1973), Appendix A, Table A 5, p. 257.- 22 -
Another preliminary observation relating to the structure of shareholdership
in FDI points at the relatively high importance of parastatal development
institutions of the investor's countries . This observation supports the
above cited statement of the "Comite de la Zone Franc" that private capital
flows are sometimes connected with official aid and that only these capital
flows are recorded in the balance of payments statistics. A high positive
correlation between official aid and per capita stock of FDI seems to be
2 unique for Subsaharian countries .
A concrete example of a cotton manufacturing industry in one francophone
country may illustrate this link between private and public capital
flows: The industry is majority owned by a private French group (35 percent)
and by a public German development institution (35 percent). In 1974 the
stock of investments (non-current assets) amounted to 5 348 Mill. CFA-Frs.
The liabilities were structured as follows:
1. Equity capital: 975 Mill. CFA-Frs
2. Two special long-term credits
provided by the French official
aid: 475 Mill. CFA-Frs
3. Three long-term credits
provided by the national
'development bank
4. Three long-term credits
provided by the European
Investment bank
5. One long-term credit
provided by the German
official aid
6. One medium-term credit
provided by the national
development bank
7. Four medium-term credits
provided by local banks
8. Several suppliers credits
The example also indicates that the ratio between the stock of FDI and the
equity capital tends to be the higher the more public official aid can be
attracted weakening both the demand for private foreign capital and the
„ necessity to increase the equity capital.
The correlation coefficient between per capita stock of FDI and official
capital flows amounts to 0.75 for all Subsaharian countries compared
with 0.25 for Latin America, 0.20 for North Africa and the Middle East,





















Whether this is symptomatic particularly for "backward" countries with in-
sufficient incentives to attract private capital or whether it is a usual
method of risk sharing attitudes common to foreign investors in all African
countries or whether there are differences between anglophone and franco-
phone countries due to different development aid policies of the former metro-
politan countries remains to be investigated. The questions are not answered
by Reuber's analysis because of its high sectoral and regional aggregation
level.
Furthermore it does not consider systematically the impact of demand and
supply factors as explanatory variables of the amount and structure of FDI
in Subsaharian African countries. The demand factors would include the per
capita incomes population size, urbanisation the percentage of wage earners to
total active population etc. whereas the supply factors can be described by wage
costs, skill factors, productivity and infrastructure endowment.
An additional question with regard to the results of tables 4-6 is why specific
industries, in which foreign investors participate, spread over the whole set
of countries whereas the development of FDI in other sectors is restricted
to few countries. Parallel to this question the contributionsof import substi-
tution, domestic demand and export demand to the growth of domestic production
haveto be explored in order to distinguish between FDI oriented either towards
domestic markets or export markets. Another set of questions refers to the
investment policy and the priorities of the countries accompanied by incentive
policies which differ sectorally and could be followed by corresponding FDI.Appendix
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